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Books and beyond at NDWBF 2015
A visit to NDWBF ’15 is more than a mere browse of the
exhibits to pick some bestselling titles. At the sidelines
of the fair, literary activities like book launches, discussions, and debates and sessions with eminent authors
and scholars make it vibrant and lively.

L

iterary activities that have
been happening at Author’s
Corners
(Reflections,
Conversations, Sahitya Manch,
Lekhak Manch) and Theme
Pavilion on the sidelines of the
ongoing NDWBF add charm
to the fair and provide visitors
an
opportunity
to
engage
in interactive sessions with
authors, poets and many other
personalities from the book
publishing fraternity. Right from
the day one of the fair, Author’s
Corners across the halls have
seen interactive discussions, such
as Rachna Path, Kavita Path in
which authors and poets from
far and near corners of India,
including North East Region
participants.
Promising
authors
like
Indrajit Hazra, who recently copenned a hilarious book The Novel
Cure: A–Z of Literary Remedies,
marked a brief presence at
Author’s Corner (Conversation) to

discuss his latest release. Among
the other discussions that have so
far been carried out at Sahitya
Manch corners include Dalit
Strivad Aur Uski Chunautiyan,
organised by Dalit Lekhak Manch;
Badalte Parivesh Me Sahitya Ki
Bhumika, organised by NBT; and
graphic novelist Ashok Chandra’s
explanatory note on his debut
work Gandhi: Mera Jivan Hi Mera
Sandesh, and many others keep
going on.
Poetry reading sessions at
Sahitya Manch have been great
crowd pullers. Nepalese poet
Pradeep Bihari enthralled the
crowd reading his well-versed
poems, while Rajendra Bhandari
read out the translations. In
the foreign pavilion, Indian and
Korean poets
have shared a
common platform where eminent
poets from both sides, namely,
Prof Divik Ramesh, Choi Seungho
and K Srilata mesmerizingly
recited their popular poems. A

host of eight young poets, Rati
Agnihotri, Abhinav Niranjan,
Anoop Bali and Shashank Jain, at
Sahitya Manch corner discussed
the contemporary scene of poetry
writing in India.
Publishers organize big fat
book releases at Sahitya Manch
and Author’s Corners. Some
landmark release functions held
so far at these strategic corners
include the launch of Modi:
Wheels of Change by ASM
Shamsul Arefin, author of the
book from Bangladesh, who coins
a goodwill bilateral relationship
between the two countries through
writing. Yet another well-attended
release function was of Kavita
Path by Shishir Kumar Maurya,
Kumar Anupam, Sujata Tevatiya,
Pranjal Dhar and Nitu Arora.
Kiran Bedi paid a momentary
visit to the fair to introduce her
book Swachh Bharat Checklist,
co-authored
with
Pawan
Chaudhary, at one of the Author’s
Corners.
Inspiring
discussions
at
Author’s Corners stress on

emerging values and prospects
of books, industry and beyond.
Young authors like Shranash
Goila turned up at the podium for
a discussion on his book India On
My Platter. Others in the league
at the corners include a string of
budding and established authors
like Ziya Us Salam, Ashutosh,
Shombit
Sengupta,
Srishti
Khanna, Amit Shanker, Shruti
Pandalai, to mention a few. Indian
transgender activist Lakshmi
Narayan Tripathi, who released
her book I Am a Hijra, I Am
Lakshmi, at one of the Author’s
Corners interacted with audience
amid big applause she received for
her courage and stand against all
odds in the society.
In addition to influential
author-audience interactions, book
releases and panel discussions
at event corners, Theme Pavilion
hosted
many
writers
and
scholars from North-East. The
discussions over the region’s
writings looked at the rich
heritage of folklore, geography
and cultural heritages.
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Book on Indian soldiers of WW-I
launched in French pavilion

H

is Excellency Mr. Francois
Richier, Ambassador of
France to India released
the book, Indian Troops in Europe:
1914–1918, at the French
Pavilion in Hall 7.
Authored by Santanu Das, a

has been published by Mapin
Publishing. The French edition
was published by the renowned
French
publisher,
Editions
Gallimard.
Present at the book launch
were: Mr. A. Sethumadhavan,

well-known expert of history of
the First World War, the book

Chairman of National Book Trust;
Dr. M.A. Sikandar, Director of
NBT; Mr. Bipin Shah, Publisher
of
Mapin
Publishing; and
Nicholas Idier, Director of French
Book Office in India; among
others.
The book
documents the
prominent contributions of the
Indian forces during the First
World War.
British India contributed the
highest number of men to the
War—over a million—who served
overseas between August 1914
and December 1919. This book
is a visual record of their lives
in Europe, including in France—
in trenches, fields, farms, billets,
markets, towns, cities, railwaystations, hospitals, prisoner-ofcamps—as well as the world they
had left behind in India.
Speaking at the launch event,
the Ambassador Richier said,
“This is an important book,
which talks about Indian troops
stationed in France and Belgium.”
He expressed his appreciation to
Mapin for publishing the book
in English, and said, “France is
happy to collaborate with Mapin
once again.” He said he would
promote the book widely in India.
Mr. A. Sethumadhavan said,
“Very little is written about
soldiers of the War and the
families that they left behind.
This book is unique. I am sure
readers and students will find it
interesting, informational and
useful.” He commended Mr. Bipin
Shah for the production quality
of the book. Mr. Shah read an
excerpt from the book and gave
an overview of the contents.
He spoke of Mapin’s longterm association with Editions
Gallimard, and he especially
thanked its editorial director,
Ms Elizabeth deFarcy, for her
support.

My Land My Stores

A

panel discussion on ‘My Land My Stores: Children’s Literature
from the Northeast India’ was held at the Theme Pavilion. While
Arup Kumar Dutta moderated the session, Siddhartha Sarma,
Santanoo Tamuly and Ashes Gupta participated as panelists.
Setting the tone for the discussion, Arup Kumar Dutta observed that
people in India do not know much about Northeast India. He stressed
on the fact that oral tradition in Northeast India is an important
component of written literature. Known as the Enid Blyton of India,
Dutta is an internationally acclaimed writer whose books include The
Unicornis, Brahmaputra, The Kaziranga Trail, The Blind Witness. His
books have been translated into German, Japanese, Russsian, Italian,
Hungarian, Czech etc.
Ashes Gupta spoke of children’s literature in Tripura. According to
him, oral literature doesn’t have division between literature for children
and literature for adults. The same folklore which is being narrated by
the grandparents is not only meant for children but also for adults and
becomes the literature of the whole community. He is an accomplished
writer, translator and critic, writing extensively on the literature and
culture of Tripura.
Santanoo Tamuly, writer, editor, publisher and an activist of
children literature, has written and published over thirty books for
children, both fiction and non-fiction. He was awarded the Prize
for outstanding contribution towards science popularization among

children. Emphasising the importance of magazines for children, he said
that these magazines are the one which create our future readers and
writers. Thus we have a responsibility of writing for children.
‘Why don’t we have many writers writing for children?’ Asked
Siddhartha Sarma, an Indian English novelist and journalist and who is
also the author of the young adult novel The Grasshopper’s Run which
won the 2009 Vodafone Crossword Book Award in Children’s Literature
category and 2011 Sahitya Akademi’s Bal Sahitya Puraskar. To him,
literature for children whether in English or other Indian languages,
lacks recognition. Literature for children is a recent phenomenon and
lots of writings are coming up for children lately.

Jahnu Barua at the Theme Pavilion

H

alodhia Choraye Baodhan Khai is a 120 minutes Assamese
movie directed by Jahnu Barua in 1987. It won the National
Film Award for Best Feature Film
in 1988 and many awards at the Locarno
International Film Festival in 1988. The movie
tells the story of the predicament of a simple
farmer who becomes the victim of a greedy
landowner. Bora is compelled to give up his
father’s farm to repay a mortgage that was
never given due to lack of documents. He also
loses his livestock and sends his young son to
work as an errand boy to the villainous landlord.
Bora's ultimate humiliation occurs when he is
forced to put up political banners that extol the
virtues of the man who rendered him landless and ruined his life.
Following the screening, Jahnu Barua, the maker of the film,
interacted with the audience. “To me a film is a film. No matter what
name audience gives to a film whether art film or commercial film, what
matters really for me is filmmaker’s intention” said Barua. Lamenting
Indians’ lack of intent to watch films in regional languages other than
their mother tongues, Barua urged people to discuss films rather than
just watching them. To a question regarding the difference between his
filmmaking in Assam and Bollywood, Jahnu Barua said, “Whether in
Assam or in Mumbai, I deal with actors only, not stars. That way I am
comfortable both in Assam and Mumbai. May be, in Bollywood people
are more professional. But then professionalism has its own advantages
and disadvantages. In Assam, I work with my artists just like a family.”
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An Untold Saga of Love

L

abeled an extraordinary chronicler of human relationships,
Mahesh Bhatt is an unconventional film maker that changed
the face of Indian cinema with his phenomenal story telling
skills. Taking his expertise up a notch, Mr. Bhatt has collaborated with
renowned author Suhrita Sen Gupta for 'All that could have been hamaari adhuri kahaani'. Shruti Kochhar discovers the literary prowess
behind the love story.
The book, published by Speaking Tiger, is the story of Vasudha, a
contemporary Indian woman who falls in love with a man whilst being
trapped
in
a
loveless
marriage, her
unabashed
desires
no
more on a
society bound
leash.
W h e n
asked
how
Suhrita came
to work with
Mr.
Bhatt,
she recounted
how
she
met him at a Durga Puja whilst she was working on a novella. "I was
writing about this girl that gets married in a zaminadari in Kolkata and
how women in India today are still at crossroads with our traditions.
Vasudha's character is akin to the woman I was writing about and
that’s how we developed this idea"
Mahesh Bhatt, talking about Vasudha explains how he feels she is
like his own mother, a strong independent woman who chose to remain
a single parent. “If I manage to stay connected to the youth now, I will
end up staying here for a long time”, he said on a parting note.
Bold, beautiful and uninhibited, this book gracefully explores the
intricacies of complex human nature.

Rida Gatphoh and the Musical Folks

I

nspired by nature and its elements, Rida Batphoh and her music is
about creating awareness of nature and the environment. Through
their music, they make an effort to encourage people to think how
their collective actions are affecting the planet. Some of the musical
instruments they use the drums which consist of male and female drums

and Ksing; bom and brass. The string instruments consist of duitara,
guitar, sitar, maryngoh and Singpham, a reed instrument. Except for the
guitar, all instruments are handcrafted and have been developed by the
musicians themselves.
Their music is a wonderful fusion of lyrics that convey many
issues about the environment and the evocative folk music. Rida with
her powerful vocals and traditional music created a beautiful musical
atmosphere that transported the listeners at the Theme Pavilion to a
Meghalaya of lush green hills, blue skies dotted with puffy white clouds
and the sound of the waterfalls catching the sunlight in its glistening
waters.
Peter Marbaniang charmed the audience with an eloquent recitation
of poems written by celebrated Khasi poet U So So Tham. Accompanied
by the soft music from the string instruments, gentle percussion and
tinkling cymbals, it was an evocative performance.
Rida and The Musical folks with their music and the powerful
message are making an effort to revive the folk music and also crafts
like pottery and crafting of musical instruments.

A Train to India’s Future

T

he Shinkansen high speed trains of Japan have revolutionized
travelling and transportation. As our country boards the
train from a technologically inept station to unparalleled
advancements, Rakesh Kumar Rousan probes into the Bullet Train.
Shruti Kochhar reports.
Reflections at Hall No. 11 was crammed with officials from the
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC) as NBT hosted Mr. Rousan’s
introduction to his much awaited book, ‘Bullet Trains’.
Mr. Sharad Sharma, Director Operations DMRC was the chief guest
for this event. “As the Indian Railways under Prime Minister Modi’s
leadership is dreaming of bringing the Bullet Train to India, Rakesh’s
book takes us one step closer to the same,” he said, congratulating the
author for his achievements.
The book lucidly explains these modern technological wonders to its
readers, covering their history, design, finances and futuristic scope.

Staying true to its name, we hope that the book gets popular
amongst readers with the same voracious speed.
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Foreign Pavilion: A peek into diverse design elements
Singapore: The neat and
modern stall of Singapore is in
itself a signifier of the nation.
The
beautifully
managed
and well spaced Singaporean
stall comprises of books from
categories of fiction, non-fiction
and also children’s literature. The
design wall portrays the famous
Singaporean authors and there is
also a special events corner where
the events like book reading, book
release and discussions take place.
The stall has also used serene
colours like off white with brown

South Korea:
Kim Kyun Won,
the in-charge of
the Korean stall
says that the set
up is based on
the intention to
enhance
their
cultural exchange
between
India
and Korea and
also to portray a
wide spectrum of good publishers,
authors and illustrators of Korea.
The stall is beautifully set up

shelves and modern red wallpaper
which makes the hall even more
dynamic. According to Kenneth
Goho Quek “the main motive
of this venture is to promote
Singaporean
literature
and
authors in India and to widen the
exposure provided to the crosscultural authors.”

with the book sections divided
into categories of children’s
books, Manhwa (comics) and
also historical arts. The work of
ten eminent authors from Korea
is also available in Korean and
English language. A pictorial
exhibition of these authors
displayed in modern 3-D flexible

design provides a panoramic view
to the visitors. There is a separate
wall of fame for illustrations that
have been awarded the Bologna
Ragazzi Awards. The wall
exhibits a few original
illustrations framed in an
aesthetic manner with the
concerned books in which
they appear. The grey and
white colour combination
gives a stark contrast to the
colourful books kept on the
shelves.
Saudi Arabia: The stall
set up by Saudi Arabia
has a wide variety of books in
Arabic and English languages.
The categories of the books
are also wide and include the
books and works from various
universities from Saudi Arabia.
The most intriguing part of this
stall is their magnificent design
of the stall that is inspired on
the structure and design of a
fort. They have used the principal
colours of Islamic religion that
is colour white and green and
that incorporated with the tomblike architectural
design
gives
one the feeling
of real Saudi
Arabia.
“The
stall is receiving
an overwhelming
response
and
is
hoping
for
more
cultural
exchanges”,
said Mr. Hisham
Mohammad Ajmal. The majority
of the excellent books here
have been provided by Shaqra
University and King Fahad
National Library.
Indonesia: Indonesia is one of
the most attractive and colourful
stalls in the Foreign Pavilion. The
design has been thought of by

Indonesian Embassy at New
Delhi. The main motive behind
this exotic set-up is to create
more awareness in Indian
readers about literature from
Indonesia and to make joint
ventures with Indian publishers
and vice versa. One of the
attractions is the gilded map of
Indonesia. There is a variety of
books from fiction, non-fiction,
children’s stories to history and
tourism which are captivating the
visitors. The famous Indonesian
authors Andrea Hirata and
Okki Madasari’s books are

also available in the stalls. The
authentic costume of the stall
in-charge Mr. Rizki Multazam is
also an indicator of the beautiful
and rich culture of Indonesia.
Also, on display is the magnificent
and alluring statue of Lord Rama
and Sita underlining the deep
cultural associations between
India and Indonesia.
Japan: The stall set up
by Japan is one of the most
happening stalls of NDWBF
2015. Though the area of stall

is not very big, but the space
is uniformly divided into the
different categories of books
that are available for sale and
display. Sangam Kumari, the incharge of stall remarked that,
“Apart from keeping books of
fiction, non-fiction and children’s
literature, the Japan Foundation
has
a
separate
category for Uniquely
Abled people”. The
Manga J-Pop comics,
Origami
workshop,
book launch and
books of famous
illustrator
Chihiro
Iwasaki are the major
attractions here.
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“Join CAPEXIL
to benefit in multi ways”

says Mr. Ramesh Mittal, vice -chairman, books,
publications & printing division, CAPEXIL.

W

e expect the print and publishing
industry to become a member of
CAPEXIL so that they keep getting
information about developments and events
taking place in the industry in terms of exports.
Members also get the benefit of joining
CAPEXIL delegation across the continents
in order to promote their printing, e-services/
publications, said Mr. Ramesh Mittal, vice
-chairman, books, publications & printing
division, CAPEXIL shared.
“By getting grants from the Ministry of
Commerce, Govt. of India, CAPEXIL is able to support participation
of its members in many book fairs and buyer-seller meets around the
world. Govt of India is specially focusing on export promotion activities
in Latin-American, African, ASEAN +2 and CIS countries,” he shared.
During the financial year 2015-16, CAPEXIL is proposing to
participate in a number of events in different countries.

According to Mr. Mittal, CAPEXIL only handles physical export of
books and printed material. “In present scenario, a substantial part of
exports include e-books, small shipments through e-commerce and print
services, content development, book data exports and the like. Since all
other services fall under Services Export Promotion Council, members
of CAPEXIL are not able to derive benefits of their exports in this area.
As e-book and digital content development progresses further, export of
physical books may go down a little but if both physical and e-resources are
put together, the exports will certainly continue to increase,” he opines.
On asking about his views on the ongoing New Delhi World Book
Fair 2015, the NDWBF is improving year-on-year basis. “CAPEXIL is
here to promote the membership and to inform the publishers about the
support they can get from us,” concluded Mr. Ramesh.

Digital solutions for CBSE
launched at NDWBF ‘15

C

ambridge University Press, India launched Teacher’s Manuals
with resource pack that integrates an enhanced ebook with
interactive teaching tools and test maker to support the
textbooks based on CBSE curriculum.
Emphasising on the role that technology can play in empowering
and enabling teachers and learners, Ashish Arora, VP, digital and
product management said, “The blend of content and technology in this
product proposition allows teachers to move beyond approaches that
treat technology only as “add-on” instead to focus again, and in a more
comprehensive way, upon the connections among technology, content
and pedagogy as they play out in classroom context.”
“SHOW DAILY” – official newsletter during New Delhi World Book Fair 2015
– February 14-22, 2015, is jointly published by Director, National Book Trust
(NBT), India & All About Book Publishing (ABP) and printed at Vikas Publishing
House Pvt Ltd, Sahibabad.
Editorial Team: NBT – Binny Kurian, Shruti Kochhar; Production – R Shahjahan.
ABP – Varsha Verma, Smita Dwivedi, Jyaneswar Laishram, Shailendra Kumar,
Sunita Arora, H Pandey, Sanjeev Kumar.
Disclaimer: The views expressed in the signed articles do not necessarily reflect
the official views of the NBT and ABP.

Sterling introduces book on
baking of international favourites

N

ewly
released
Baking:
Easy,
Elegant
and
Eggless, a recipe book
on preparation of more
than 50 desserts by
Arlene Kezwer, is now
put on display at Sterling
Publishers’ stand in Hall 6.
During her multiple visits
to India, Arlene recreated her recipes to include Indian desi ingredients
in international favourites, which are prepared totally without eggs, for
vegetarians. “This is my first ever book. I’m delighted to present my
book at such well-organised NDWBF ’15,” shares Arlene while talking
to Show Daily. SK Ghai of Sterling Publishers express that readers have
appreciated the book’s content as well as the glossy prints.

Indialogue Foundation promotes
dialogue and peace though books

D

isplaying more than 130 books published under its sister
organisations (Tughra Books and Blue Dom Press), Indialogue
Foundation introduces outstanding works of Turkish writers,
heralding peace and dialogue in form of cultural exchange, at the
ongoing NDWBF ’15. Ms Smiriti Zubin Irani stopped over at the
company’s stand and she was gifted a set of two books by Bilal Acikgoz,
president, Indialogue Foundation. A dozen of Indialogue Foundation’s
books have been introduced in India and half a dozen of them are
translated into Hindi and Urdu. Tughra Books (formerly The Light
Publishing) is dedicated to producing books on peace and common
understanding whereas Blue Dome Press publishes scholarly titles.
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Hindi and regional language
publications cast a unique charm
Ambience around NDWBF '15 is unique in a sense that exhibits in this
arena bring best of Hindi and other Indian regional language books to a
vanguard. Show Daily navigates this dedicated section of the show floor
to dig up some the most cherished values of desi writings and more.

D

isplaying around 2,500
popular books, including
their
125
bestsellers,
Prabhat Prakashan pivotally pulls
a huge crowd to its strategically
crafted stand. “Rush around our
stand is for many reasons, one

being our foray into e-books in
which we provide visitors some
free copies of our books in the
soft format,” says Dr Piyush
Kumar,
publisher,
Prabhat
Prakshan. Mentioning that the
fair is rather substantial than
the last edition in terms
of
visitors’
traffic,
he looks forward to
converting the trade
enquires they receive
into fruitful business
post-fair.
In
the
arena,
Rajkamal
Prakashan
boasts of 5,000 titles
stressing on a spectrum
of
Hindi
literatures
from some of the widely
acclaimed authors like

Bhagvati Verma, Ravish Kumar,
among others. “In today’s era,
online activities play a vital
role to make us connect to our
readers. In this concern, we have
introduced a new ‘app’ through
which people can download our
range of books from our website,”
reveals
Alind
Maheshwari,
director, Rajkamal Prakashan.
Literatures,
biographies,
interviews and more are piled
up attractively on the
display racks at the stand
of Kitabghar Prakashan.
Books on selected short
stories and novels by
eminent Indian authors
are some of the publisher’s
crowd-pulling
bestsellers.
Of them, Vivekananda by
Dr Narendra Kohli is worth
mentionable. “Things that
impress us a lot in the fair
is the way some visitors
pay repeated visits to our
stand for second round of
purchase,” remarks Rajesh
Kumar from Kitabghar
Prakashan.
A handful of Malayalam
books are woven in the
diverse fabrics of regional
books displaying in Hall 12.
Tiny but compact stand of
The Mathrubhumi Printing
& Publishing puts a mix of
600 bestselling titles on

display, among which Njan
Malala (I Am Malala) is
just another crowd puller.
“Himavathabhuvil
by
MP Veerendrakumar, our
prolific CMD-author, is also
an attraction at our stand,”
mentions
Thulasidharan
Nair, circulation executive,
The
Mathrubhumi
Printing
&
Publishing.
Himavathabhuvil
is
considered to be one of the
top selling titles from the
publishers as 41st edition
of the book has recently
been out.
Another dotted den
in Hall 12 is the stand of
Manorama Books where
heaps up some critically
acclaimed titles among
which Aithihyamala Vol
1&2 deserve a mention. “A
select list of 126 titles on display
now at our stand, giving visitors
choices among topics covering
across autobiographies, travels,
literatures, children books, vastu
sashtra, cooking, so on,” reveals
Ratheesh Nair from Manorama
Books. Of course, rush around
the stand is visitors picking up
the company’s ever popular
Manorama Year Books.
Hunt for Bengali literatures
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must cover the stand of Sahityam
where accumulates a treasure
consisting of the timeless works
of Rabindranath Tagore, Bankim
Chandra Cahterji, Sunil Ganguli,
Suchitra Mukherjee, to mention
a few. “Of course, Bengali
literatures deserve a prominent
highlight at our stand. In addition,

our coverage very exclusively
includes general books on
biographies, such as Uttam Kumar
by Tarun Kumar, and others,”
mentions Bablu Saha, Sahityam.
On the other side is a treasure of
Tripuri literatures and general
books at the stand of Akshar
Publications. “Poems, dramas
and books on common topics
like environment, religions and
languages are what we present at
our stand in the fair,” mentions
Hiramoy Banerjee, representative,
Akshar
Publications/Tripura
Publishers Guild.
Vidya Prakashan Mandir, a
national award winning publisher
for its excellence in book
production and supreme quality,
in Hall 12A attracts a huge crowd
of students to its stand showing
around 500 reference and
competitive exam books in Hindi.
“All buzz around our stand is of
students picking up our range
of books for nursery to Class
12 and of course, competitive
examination guides,” says Dr
Rajesh Sethi, editor-in-chief, Vidya
Prakashan Mandir Ltd.
A mince of Punjabi literatures
finds its prominent presence in
the den of regional publications.
Manpreet Prakashan presents
a range of popular children and
other all-time Punjabi classics,
such as Blooming Desert (Poetry)
by Jagjit Singh Noor, Prisoner of
Home by Harshgeet Kaur, among
others published in Punjabi, Hindi
and English. “Our display also
includes Punjabi translations
of several Hindi and English
classics,” S Balbir Singh from
Manpreet Prakashan.
Almost
98
percent
of
bestselling books from Rajpal
& Sons are now shown at the
company’s stand. Vishnu Ke
Saat Rahsay by Devdutt Patnaik,
Madhusala
by
Harivanshrai
Bachhan, to mention a few, are
some of the ever demanded books
from the publisher during the fair.
The stall of Divya Jyoti
Jagriti Sansthan (DJJS) at
hall 14 witnessed an outpour of
visitors. DJJS is a socio-spiritual
organization which aims at
spreading the message of true
spirituality. Real spirituality aims
at seeing God within i.e. the divine
light. The divine light can be seen
within with the help of a true
spiritual master. The organization is
headed and founded by His Holiness
Shri Ashutosh Maharaj Ji.
Language publishers not only
bring the writings based on Indian
soil but also the translations of
international bestsellers in Hindi
and regional languages. It certainly
helps connecting the world of books
on a common platform!
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Korea introduces
ten famous authors at its pavilion
Here is a look at the ten major contemporary South Korean authors who have been
introduced at New Delhi World Book Fair at Korea pavilion

K

yung-sook Shin, is one
of the most widely read
and acclaimed novelist
from South Korea. Her book,
Please Look After Mom (2012)
has been translated into more
than thirty languages, the
recent being translated into
Hindi and launched during the
New Delhi World Book Fair
2015. Her writings are said to
be characterized by a profound
point of view focusing on human
minds. She uses social changes
and political situations as the
backdrops of her work. Kyungsook Shin has been awarded many
prestigious awards for her work
including Man Asia Prize.
Eun Heekyung’s journey as
a writer began when she started
writing stories for her classmates
in her diary. Shuttling between
a busy job as a teacher and a
reporter, she once made a trip to
a temple to find time to write. In
her stay at the temple she wrote
five short stories, and a novella
titled, A Duet and won a Spring
Literary Contest in 1995 for the
novella. Her latest works are Save
the Last Dance for Me (2012)
and Let Boys Cry (2014). Some
of her works are published in
English too.
Yi Mun-yol made his debut
as a novelist in 1979. He has
consistently
published
works
that are critical to the nature of
political power. His book, Our
Twisted Hero has been translated
into English and Hindi as well.
The book is an allegorical
depiction of the mechanism of

the operation of political power. Yi
Mun-yol is a recipient of Korean
highest literary prize and he has
been published in over twenty
countries.
Lee Seung-U is a leading
philosophical novelist of Korea.
He has maintained an interest
in theological and metaphysical
questions, and this is reflected in
his writing style that meticulously
depicts the inner workings of
human. Some of his works are
Songs of the Earth, About
Eclipse, Magnolia Park and
The Reverse Side of Life. Lee
Seung-U has been awarded many
literary awards in recognition of
his work.
Jo Kyung Ran work is famous
for taking trivial, mundane
and everyday occurrences and
delicately describing them in
subtle emotional tones. Her widely
read books include A Narrow
Gate, Tongue, and I Bought a
Balloon. Jo Kyung Ran’s work
has been translated into French,

German, Hebrew and English. She
is also internationally famous for
her oratory skill and is in great
demand for conferences.
Jo Jung Rae is best known as
the writer of the epic historical
Taebaek
Mountain
trilogy;
Range (Taebaek sanmaek, 19831989), Arirang, and Han River
(Hangang). These books deal
with different aspects of the
turbulent Korean history in
the modern age. Besides, he
also writes short stories, and
dedicated his entire life to
literature. Jo Jung Rae is a
recipient of many prestigious
awards. His books, How in
Heaven’s Name, The Land of
the Banished and Playing with
Fire are published in English
as well.
Han Kang’s characters in the
book embrace their vivid, painful
sensation and navigate their
lives with refined fortitude. Her
works have been enthusiastically
received by critics and readers

alike
for
their
profound
exploration of human nature
through the delicate yet powerful
writing. She writes short stories,
poems and novels. Some of Han
Kang’s recently published books
are Here Comes the Boy and
Convalescence. Her novel, The
Vegetarian has been translated
into Spanish, Vietnamese and
Japanese and it was also adapted
into a film.
Hwang Sok-yong emerged as
one of the most prominent writers
of Korea with his monumental
work Jang Gilsan. His novels
Far from Home and The Road
to Sampo brilliantly render
the poverty and alienation of
modern man during 1970s, when
South Korea experienced rapid
industrialization under military
government. Fifty-six titles of
Hwang Sok-yong’s translated
works are available in sixteen
languages.
Hwang Sun-mi is a leading
children’s books author. Her book,
The Hen Who Dreamed She
Could Fly sold over a million
copies since its publication in
2000. It tells of a story about
the beauty and pride of a life
striving for freedom and dreams.
The work is also being made
into animated film. Her stories
cross the boundaries between
the past and the present, and
reality and fantasy. Hwang Sunmi’s recently published title is
One Day, Something Happened
to the Shoes. She has won
numerous literary awards for her
writings.

DAY 8 PUZZLE
The puzzle was popularized
in 1986 by the Japanese
puzzle company Nikoli, under
the name Sudoku, meaning
single number. It became an
international hit in 2005.
Here is a 9x9 grid containing
given clues in various places.
The object is to fill all empty
squares so that the numbers
1 to 9 appear exactly once in
each row, column and 3x3 box.
Solution on page 16
(Courtesy: Manoj Publications)
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Follow your dreams, never give up…
and yes, dreams do come true

–says Preeti Shenoy, celebrated author, artist, yoga enthusiast, photographer and pet lover,
in conversation with Smita Dwivedi.

P

reeti Shenoy is an author
and an artist based at
Bengaluru; her interests
are as multifarious and diverse
as her several academic degrees.
Preeti loves being an author and
her words are her world or rather
her world is all around her words.
As ideas kept whirling around
her head, readers could read
bestsellers like 34 Bubblegums
and Candies, Life is What You
Make it, Tea for Two and a
Piece of Cake, The Secret Wish
List, The One You Cannot Have
and her latest one It Happens
for a Reason.

Being an author!

So how did her tryst for
writing start? “A writer is
something I have always been,
starting with my journals. As a
child, I attempted to write a book,
and it was all of eight pages long
(which was the maximum I could
write), complete with illustrations,

Preeti Shenoy

and wondered how people wrote
so many pages in a book! I thus
started writing short stories and
essays, many of which won prizes
at state and university levels
in inter-college competitions,"
she shares.
Preeti started a blog in
2006 to get over the deep grief
of losing her father. “My words
began pouring in torrents, like the
Indian monsoons. It was a flood,

a deluge. Oddly they comforted
many, even though I was writing
primarily for myself. The readers
of my blog grew like an inverted
pyramid, gradually but steadily.
My blog skyrocketed to 'Top
blogs' in the Indian blogosphere.
I started getting a lot of response
internationally too. My writings
had transcended geographical
boundaries and touched feelings
which are universal. Around this
time, I began writing articles
for The Times of India and
Readers Digest, besides writing
poetry which struck a chord
in many hearts, some of which
was published as well. People
began writing to me, asking me
to put my posts into a book. The
encouragement and overwhelming
response I got from my blog
finally goaded me to write to a
few publishers,” she shared.
It took more than two years
for her first book, which was a
compilation of her blog-posts.
But, finding a good publisher was
not easy. “My biggest challenges
initially were to find a good
publisher, to market my book
successfully, and to balance my
career and personal life. When
you venture out into the field
of writing, you have no idea what
to expect.”

Writer’s challenges…

“For me, the hardest part of
writing is to switch back from the
imaginary world I have created to
the real world. I write when my
children are away to school and
my husband at work,” told Preeti.

Books…inspired by life!

“All my books are based on
people I know, incidents that have
happened in real life—sometimes
my own and sometimes those
of people known to me. I think
as writers we draw a lot from
what we see around us. Then we

add imagination to it, change
the
settings, change
the
characters and it goes into a
book,” shared Preeti.

On books and life…

Do books influence lives? “I
don’t know. They might at best,
shape your thinking in the initial
years. But you compare your
experiences with what you read,
and form opinions. Majority of the
influence comes from people, not
from books. For me, my biggest
influence in my life has been my
father. I inherit my love of books
from him,” she shared.

Inspirations…

On asking what keeps her
motivated, she revealed, “Several
things. Firstly I have stories
to tell. Second, people want to
read me for which I am grateful.
Thirdly, if I didn’t write, I would
explode. Also the money which
comes helps me!”
Additionally there are certain
incidents, which gives her
unmatched delight, “I wouldn’t
say it was amusing but I would
say it was humbling when a
83-year-old woman hugged me
in Chennai and said she loved
my book The Secret Wishlist and
that she could connect with the
protagonist. Never expected my
books to appeal to anyone from
that age group and hence was
pleasantly surprised. Another
young man admitted that he was
a horrible husband, just like one
of the characters in my book
and he took a vow to change
for the better after reading my
book. I was stunned that he
admitted it, that too publically.”
As a message to readers,
Preeti shared, “I would say a big
heartfelt thank you for reading
what I write. Follow your dreams;
never give up and yes, dreams
do come true.”
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“Should we judge the book
by its cover?”

A

At the Meet-the-Author programme in NDWBF yesterday, Smt Mridula Sinha, the
Governor of Goa and an eminent writer herself, narrated how she wrote her first
story way back in 1955 after losing one of her best friends, but she lamented
that she failed to keep a copy of that story. Smt Sinha said that writers weave
their dreams on paper. Referring to her writings, Smt Sinha said that she always maintains a direct relationship with people in villages and different regions.
She later enthralled the audience by singing several Bhojpuri songs.

Blended Learning Programme –
e-publishing Project Manager

T

he digital transformation
of the media business is no
longer a vision. Therefore
publishers and media companies need to increase their digital business if they
want to stay in the competition.
Goethe Institut / Max-Mueller Bhavan, Akademie der Deutschen Medien
and National Book Trust, India are bringing together a programme, aimed
at professionals wishing extend their knowledge of 'how to manage digital
products and e-products'. Course include: market overview of E-publishing;
Use of Media; Analysis of Target Groups; Development of Business Modules;
and promotion. The first workshop will be held on 15-16 April 2015 and the
second one in July/August 2015.
For further details, contact: sohani.sachdeva@delhi.goethe.org

Manipal Technologies offers
ultra-modern book printing service

P

resence of Manipal Technologies Limited in the ongoing
NDWBF ’15 offers book publishers the ultra-modern book
printing technologies. “We are now moving on to magnify our
presence in Africa around Uganda, Nigeria, Kenya and Ghana. NDWBF
helps us meet some of such clients (publishers) from these African
countries and we look ahead at this for further development,”
Nitin Sawhney, assistant general manager-marketing (exports),
Manipal Technologies Limited.

Manipal Technologies boasts of 600,000 sq ft production facility in
Manipal wherefrom the company caters end-to-end solutions meeting all
requirements of book printing and more. Some of the company’s all-time
big print partners in the book zone include Penguin Random House,
Pearson, Oxford University Press, Harper Collins, Cambridge University
Press, Ratna Sagar, Orient BrackSwan, among others. “Now, e-platform
is where we will be stepping into a big way soon,” mentions Nitin showing
their ‘augmented printed’ books in which readers can scan the appfriendly images to get elaborated information and magnified illustrations.

s the old phrase goes: ‘Never to judge a book by its cover’.
We humans who happen to be highly visual beings, have a
discerning taste when it comes to buying books. There are certain
books which attract our eyes and reach out to our soul, simply because
of the aesthetic façade the books hold. At the Singapore Pavilion,
we get to meet such illustrators who paint love onto the sheets and
beguile the ones who behold it.
Susanna Goho-Quek, one of the illustrators, who is part of the
Singapore delegation, is also an author and can very well be called a
modern day renaissance woman. She has written and illustrated the book
titled, God is Hu? The book has been quite famous amongst the children
and displays a funny side to god. She has also written and illustrated
Fun at the Opera and Water which is available at the fair. Also, she has
illustrated The Ice Ball Man. During a conversation, she said, “Painting is
a wee bit of madness and a wee bit of cleverness.”
Otto Fong, who was a science teacher in Singapore took to
illustration and authored children’s bestseller Sir Fong’s Adventures In
Science comic book series. He has also written a new sci-fi horror series,
Black Peonyfor young adult.
David Liew, a children’s book illustrator, writer and also an active
member of the Maker community has illustrated Eliza Teoh’s Ellie
Belly series and Melanie Lee’s The Adventures of Squirky the Alien.
David also wrote and illustrated Nightmare on Eat Street, a hybrid
young adult book.
Dr. Gwee Li Sui, an illustrator and a multi-faceted artist who
has illustrated Myth Of The Stone and is a poet at heart has authored,
One thousand and one nights and Tell tale stories available at the fair,
incidentally very popular in Singapore.
The pavilion flaunts over 100 books for children with bewitching
illustrations and is open for everyone to ogle at. National Book Trust,
India has also exhibited some illustrations of these artists at the
Events Corner.
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Seminar on Afro-Asian Co-operation in Publishing & Printing

O

n the sidelines of the NDWBF ’15, Afro-Asian Book Council
organized a seminar on Afro-Asian Co-operation in Publishing
& Printing. The chief guest to the occasion was Mr. Dammu
Ravi, joint secretary, Ministry of Commerce, who expressed his
happiness to be with diverse audience. Amongst various challenges
of publishing, he underlined that internet is a challenge for publishing
but innovation in print can face it comfortably, he said. Interestingly,
he mentioned that Gandhi and Nehru are household names
worldwide and expressed that there could be better tie-ups with the
Indian publishing industry.
Mr. Vijithayapa, chairman, Afro-Asian Book Council, (a publisher as
well as senior official of various associations), mentioned that the council

is now in its 25th year. “There is a great scope between Africa and Asian
countries to exchange knowledge. There is a need for books of different
languages,” he said. He also informed that Incheon in the South Korea has
been named 'World Book Capital' for the year 2015 by UNESCO, recently.
The Council also conferred Outstanding Performance awards in
various categories. These included: Mr. Mukesh Dhruve, Repro India
Limited (Book Printing); Mr. Vijay Ahuja, Delhi Book Store (Book
Distribution); Mr. Gaurav Sabharwal, (Uread.Com) An Online Store,
Prakash Esolutions Pvt Ltd (Online Book Selling); Mr. Arvind Jain,
Star Educational Books Distributor Pvt Ltd (Book Export);

Mr. Sandeep Kaushik, Macaw Books (Children Book Publishing);
Mr. Rajan Jain, Scientific International Pvt. Ltd. (STM, Book
Publishing); Prof. Ajay Dubey, Professor, Centre for African Studies,
School of International Studies, Jawahar Lal Nehru University
(Authorship) and Dr. Jagdish Arora, (Information and Library
Network) (Librarianship).
The speakers who made their presentations during the seminar
included: Mr. Vijithayapa, Prof. Ajay Dubey, Dr. Jagdish Arora, Mr.
Kailash Balani, Mr. Mukesh Dhruve and Ms. Arpita Das. Pranav Gupta,
director, Afro-Asian Book Council proposed the vote of thanks.
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“We are equipped and trained to
handle big crowds at all the fairs”

Aspengren on his book,
En Dag I Delhi (One Day in Delhi)

–Mr. Vikram Sahgal, General Manager, Security Services, ITPO

n interactive session with Henrik Chetan Aspengren on his book,
En Dag I Delhi (One Day in Delhi) was held at the Events Corner.
It was organized by the Embassy of Sweden.
The discussion opened with a brief remark by Prof. Gunnel Cederlof.
She pointed out that the subtitle of the book is ‘wanting to take root’
and this signify the search for identity. She also added that the book
is a reflection and retrospection by the author. On this note, the author
briefed that he is an Indian adopted by Swedish parents. He explained
that the book is a non-fiction and it transgresses movement through
genres. The book deals with a single day journey experience the author
had. While addressing to a question put by the audience, Henrik
remarked that language is in itself a movement and that movement is
what actually enables a writer to write a credible story. Also, the book
is a personal reflection on his background that helped him establish this
concept in mind and worked on it.
After the enriching conversation Henrik assured his young Indian
readers that he will make sure that the book gets translated into
English, as Delhi is a place that is attracting readers worldwide.

T

he New Delhi World Book Fair, 2015 is going in a full-swing and
it’s been a wonderful event so far. No security goof ups or issues
have been reported so far. To know more about the initiatives
we asked Mr. Sehgal about the special security arrangements during
coming weekend, he added, “We have elaborate security measures and
there is no cause of concern. Thus if you are yet to plan your weekend
and love everything about books, Pragati Maidan is the place for you.”
“We have best arrangements for all the fairs. There’s equipped
security force… always ready. We have forces from Delhi Police, Delhi
Traffic
Police
and CISF along
with
ITPO
and
private
security guards.
So in terms of
numbers,
we
have
enough
force to look
after the security
matters.
Our
personnel
are
doing checking
and
frisking
not just at all
entry gates but
also at different
pavilions. They
are equipped with hand held and door held metal detectors. Also, there
are X-ray scanners at all the entries,” he added.
On asking about other facilities, he added, “We have shuttle
buses, which are running smoothly all over the fair. And traffic is also
regulated in a disciplined way. Protocol is strictly followed by all
at Gate no 3. And no cars are allowed inside without proper parking
passes.”
“Moreover all our pavilions and entry gates are under CCTV
surveillance. I feel it’s a big responsibility and we are living up to the
expectations,” he concluded.

Reading Session of the
Hindi edition of From My Altitude

O

n the occasion of the 55th anniversary of the establishment
of diplomatic relations between Cuba and India, a book
discussion-cum-reading session of the Hindi Edition of From
My Altitude, Poems by Antonio Guerrero, was organised by the Embassy
of Cuba at the Events Corner.
The programme was graced by H.E. Abelardo Rafael Cueto Sosa,
Ambassador of Cuba, Marileydis D. Morales, Deputy Chief of Mission,
Dr. Mukta, and Mr. Suneet Chopra, two of the translators of the book.
In the beginning, H.E. Abelardo Rafael Cueto Sosa said, “I believe
that India is a country of many countries and is like a second home
to me.” He added that an ordinary person receives ammunition for
the brain through a book and that is the reason why India-Cuban
authors and writers need to be revered. Reminiscing the times when
gaining independence was very difficult for the Cuban people, he said
that through literature the gaps and divisions in the society could be
bridged. The book was originally written by a great Cuban poet, Antonio
Guerrero, who was captivated and jailed and it was during his days in
prison that he came up with such revolutionary and powerful poetry.
The poems in the book have been translated by many Hindi poets.
Mr. Suneet Chopra and Mrs. Mukta, two of the translators, recited the
poems one by one.
Mr. M.A Sikandar, Director, National Book Trust, India, thanked the
presence of the Ambassador of Cuba and also the august gathering.
The programme was officially concluded by the Ambassador of
Cuba with his hearty message. He concluded, “The doors of Cuba are
open for all. In order to promote the tradition and culture of both the
countries, we welcomed all the readers and authors to engage in literary
engagements and cross-cultural ties.”

A

Let’s make learning fun!
–The Art Factory @ NDWBF ‘15

C

hildren love to play and what
better way to teach them
than to make them learn the
fun way. The Art Factory (Hall 1R
stand 39-42) offers innovative funlearning books, puzzles and games.
“Our education colouring books
offer a fun way to learning,” says
Sagar Jain, director, Art Factory,
Noida. “We offer books, puzzles
and games for toddles and children
upto 10 years,” he shares. What’s
interesting is that each puzzle comes with a book inside. “And there are
a set of four progressive puzzles so that children can learn to handle
complexity through games,” he adds. They also offer ‘Wipe & Clean’
books for children to learn pattern writing.
The company is also set to launch 100 titles at the upcoming
London Book Fair, which will include books for schools like story books,
reading level programme books, etc.
With active titles to their credit, this young company is already
exporting their products to Europe and Australia and now focusing on
the Indian market.

Launch of Franz Kafka's
The Trial into Hindi Adaptation
titled Giraftari

T

he evening of 19th February at the Events Corner was made
a memorable one by the presence of some of the great TV and
theatre personalities who enjoined for book launch of Franz Kafka’s
The Trial into Hindi Adaptation titled Giraftari by Rama Pandey, published
by Bhartiya Jnanpith. The event was organised by the Austrian Cultural
Forum, and it is remarkable that for the very first time the Austrian
Cultural Forum has supported the launch of a Hindi book adaptation.
The event was attended by many great personalities like Dr. Ashok
Chakradhar, Dr. Maharishi, Ex-Ambassador of Austrian Embassy, Dr. Texel,
Dr. Leeladhar Mandloi and many other dignitaries. During the launch, the
author Ms Rama Pandey first addressed the audience about Franz Kafka,
his original works and his style of writing. She said, “The more I read about
Kafka, the more I felt nearer to him” and that is the main inspiration that
helped her complete this endeavor. Ms Rama Pandey read a few lines from
the book’s introduction and then some sections of the play were enacted by
some great theatre artists present. The enactment was very interesting and
it captivated the attention of the audience.
Dr. Chakradhar and Dr. Maharishi also shared their opinions about
Kafka and his deep political insight which are valuable to the present
generation as well. Ms. Rama Pandey has deliberately made the play
using “aam-jaanta ki bhasha” and idioms so that it approaches more
people and the youth also accept Kafka and his great works.
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New titles from LiFi @ NDWBF '15

L

iFi Publications released nine books at NDWBF. Prof. Harish
Narang, Former Professor & Chairperson, Centre for English
Studies, JNU and Mr. John Samuel, Member (Retd.) Postal
Board of India were the chief guests.
The new titles include: A Melody in the Wilderness by Leena
Sarma; From Where I See by Ajay Yadav; Story of Tublu: An
Amazing Journey Called Life by Jahid Akhtar; Shameless Betrayals
by Rashmi Singh; Soil for My Roots by Minal Sarosh; The Rambler's
Inn by Sudhir Kekre; The Curse of the Winwoods by Puja Miri
Yajnik; East West Crossroads by Lopa Mukherjee; and Food
and Nutrition Simplified by Pramila Khadun (Published by Bhumika,
LiFi's new imprint).

Get your name written in
Hangul script at Korean Pavilion!

C

alligraphy artist Go Kwan Woo, an undergraduate student in
Jawaharlal Nehru University, has been organizing the Hangul
Calligraphy event everyday from 11:00 am to 5:00 pm at the
Korea Pavilion.
The names of the visitors visiting the Korea pavilion have their
names written in Hangul script on the post-card. Go Kwan Woo also
writes short messages in Korea script and English for the visitors. To
give an essence of the tradition, he has dressed up in the traditional
Korean attire. People also come with messages or greetings for their
loved ones to be translated in Hangul. Many visitors were attracted to
the Korean Pavilion as this excites them.
Go Kwan Woo said that other foreign participants have come and
got their names and messages written in Hangul. He added that, “Even
I have got to learn a lot from the visitors who come to me. I have learnt
a bit of Hindi, Spanish and Arabic.”
This event is organised to promote Hangul script among Indians.
Those who are interested to learn the script are guided to join the
Korean learning classes that are offered at Korean Cultural Centre,
Lajpat Nagar, New Delhi.

Real heroes at New Delhi
World Book Fair
Prof. Narang in his address mentioned that LiFi has already made
its niche in the publishing world by publishing very important books
alongside popular fictions.

RICOH Pro series digital machines
push Prasad Printers
into book printing

C

hildren had an opportunity to interact with two of the
decorated officers of the Indian Army, Lieutenant General
Dr. B S Malik and Brig. TPS Chowdhury, at the Children’s
Pavilion. They shared their experiences of working in the Indian
Army and inspired the children to join the armed forces.
Currently, the President of the Centre for Studies in International
Relations and Development (CSIRD) and Control Arms Foundation
of India (CAFI), Lieutenant General Dr. B S Malik, PVSM, AVSM

T

hough located in a tucked away town of Kulshekar, around
few kilometers away from Mangalore, Prasad Printers is
known widely for its excellence in printing that exclusively
includes short-run book printing using a couple of versatile RICOH
digital machines—Pro C751EX and Pro 907EX. “Over the past four
decades, since my father established this firm in 1972, we have been
in the vanguard of delivering quality prints,” says Tomas Patrao of
Prasad Printers. In addition to commercial prints, Prasad Prints
extensively engages in book and magazine printing too.

RICOH Pro C751EX (colour) and RICOH Pro 907EX
(monochrome) in their production facility are competent industrial
workhorses for book printing, which include magazines, tabloids and
coffee table books, souvenirs. “We have been closely tied up with two
of the city’s leading publishers for whom we print books on value
education, moral science and religion usingvthe RICOH machines,”
mentions Tomas. Handling the colour jobs, RICOH Pro C751EX runs
at 75 ppm to deliver print in 1200 x 4800 dpi while RICOH Pro
907EX delivers in black and white.

told the children that he joined the Indian Army in 1962 when India
was having troubled relationships with China. He narrated them an
interesting tale about a little child who wished to meet the Prime
Minister of India to tell him how to fight China. The child suggested
to dig a hole in earth, fill it with gold, and spread the news about the
gold to the Chinese soldiers and when they will come to take the gold
they could all fall down into the pit.
Brig.
TPS
Chowdhury,
author of the book Adventure
Sports, published by the
National Book Trust, India
called his experience with
sailing across the world in
DAY 8 PUZZLE 1
his yatch ‘Trishna’. He also
SOLUTION
talked about the adventurous
sports like kayaking, scubadiving, trekking, white water
rafting, canoeing, windsurfing,
parasailing,
gliding,
rock
climbing, skiing etc.
In an interactive session, the
children had lots of interesting
questions, which the officers
answered with great interest and
enthusiasm.
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PG diploma in publishing

Bologna Ragazzi awarded
illustrated books from Korea

B

eing the Focus country during the New Delhi World Book Fair
2015, South Korea in their pavilion is showcasing a plethora
of enthralling illustrations that were awarded Bologna
Ragazzi Award. The Bologna Ragazzi Award is the most prestigious
award given to best books in terms of graphic and editorial
design. These impressive and impeccable range of illustrations,
are an amalgamation of contemporary technicalities, style and
visual culture. Each and every illustration in itself speaks of its
designing strategy.
There are 12 illustrated books for children, viz. Subway Train is
Coming (illus: Shin, Dong-jun); Magic bottles (illus: Goh, Gyongsook); Math in an Art Museum (illus: Kim, Yun-ju); A House of
the mind: MAUM (illus: Iwona Chmielewska, Polish); The stories
shouldn’t be true (illus: Kang, Gyeong-su); Grimmie’s White Canvas
(illus: Lee, Hyun-joo); Eyes (illus: Iwona Chmielewska, Polish); The
Thorn Mountain (illus: Park, Sun-mi); Dust Kid (Jung, yu-mi); The
Hair (illus: Kim,Soo-young); The Red-Bean Porridge, Granny and
the Tiger (illus: Cho,
Ho-sang); and Temple

Built
of
Seokguram

Stone,

(illus:
Choe, Mi-ran).
Each and every
story depicts different
style, a style which
is far beyond our
imagination.
For
example, in Stories

shouldn’t

be

true,

real lives of children
who are suffering
from natural disaster,
hard labour, poverty,
etc. are aesthetically
shown
by
the
illustrator. Grimmie’s White Canvas is a picture book which invites
readers to a world beneath the door of imagination. In Eyes, one
can see through illustrations philosophical musings and realisations
on the ability and inability to see. The Thorn Mountain and The Hair
are the books without text, where the sole responsibility is of the
illustrations to communicate with readers.
The books are being displayed at the pavilion lavishly
giving visitors an example of artistic merit. Mr. Kyoung-won
Kim of Korean Publishers’ Association stated that some Indian
publishers have evinced interest in taking Indian language rights of
some of these titles.

Books as tools for fighting
gender bias

B

C

onsidering the increasing demand for publishing professionals
in India, National Book Trust, India has signed MoUs with
two universities for offering PG Diploma in Publishing; one
is Calcutta University and the other Ambekar University, Delhi. In
continuation to this, Ambedkar University has planned a one-year
Postgraduate Diploma in Publishing.
This programme covers all the aspects of traditional and modern
publishing activities to develop a talent pool of well-trained and
employable professionals competent to perform a variety of different
roles in the publishing industry. It covers all aspects of publishing,

ooks contribute to how children understand
the culture and society they are living
in. Books also give food for thought to a
thinking individual. If put across to the reader
in a right way, with the scientific logic and
reasoning, any social issue could be purged out
slowly from the society.
Children internalize what they see or are
associated with. Any disparity between the male and
female characters or any display of stereotypical
role of a man and a woman in a book gives children a message that
girls are lesser beings than boys. Even in case of stories with animal
protagonists, the representation of male animal characters and female
animal characters should be done in significant parity .
Few children publishers like Vishv Books try their best to fight
gender bias through the books we publish. "In our books: those for
children and adults; curriculum based or general we take care to
portray man and woman as equal beings. Many of our books both
in Hindi and English are women focused. Kya Hindu Nari aaj bhi
upekshiit nahin? raises valid questions and argues on the issues still
prevalent in our conservative and so called modern society," told
Mudit Mohini of Vishv Books.

including organisation and management, editorial theory and practice,
production and design, marketing and promotion, children’s publications,
regional publishing and translation, legal and copyright issues as well as
modern trends.
On-line applications for admission to the programmes will be open
from the middle of April 2015. For further details, visit: www.aud.ac.in
or email at admissionspgdp@aud.ac.in

